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the chacal ix database is organised around the idea of the concept of a project. each project is therefore composed of a number of objects, such as objects of the same type, but with different dimensions, or objects of the same type but with different materials. this concept is very simple. for example, it is also possible to integrate parts and
assemblies, at different stages of the production process. in fact, assembly is not a new object, but a superposition of objects. and in fact, chacal ix is more than a drawing software. with this in mind, chacal ix will very efficiently put all the drawings into the correct place in the project. but besides, chacal ix also has the capacity to store product data,
such as the capacities of its production lines, so that you can use them to give your project a sense of life. chacal ix is a modular system. so from now on, you can add to your project any number of objects, other projects, other dimensions, other materials and even other products. the secret of this success is of course the development of chacal ix.
because not only has its development been developed over several years at dsi, it has also been made available to the public. this means that it is fully open source. as such, you can freely download the chacal ix database which is built in xml and install it yourself. to do this, you will only need the data file from our site, which is very simple to obtain.
you will certainly find that the chacal ix system is something more than a drawing software. with it, you will not only be able to organise your drawings, but also to calculate the productive capacity of your products, thanks to the information stored in the database.
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a simple way of getting started with your designs is to import your available plans into chacal ix. once you have chosen the plans and click on the 'import' button you will be presented with a standard windows dialog box. the dual-board version of the chacal ix is available in two variants. the single-board version supports a maximum of 8 channels with
a maximum of 4 simultaneous printing operations. the dual-board version supports a maximum of 32 channels and 16 printing operations at the same time. for bigger print runs chacal ix supports the use of standard remote printing methods such as bluetooth, infrared and usb. the board also supports a web-based file server which provides an easy

way to share designs with other users. the chacal ix database is in fact a database with a (limited) hierarchical structure. to see the various information related to your projects, you need to select a folder in the chacal window. in it, you will find all the information you need. when you have finished, you can send your project by email or print it on
paper. once you have done this, any change made to the project will be automatically reflected in the database. as chacal ix is a graphical database, it is not possible to edit the information in the database, but you can add, change or delete the drawings. you can also create other projects for similar (or different) products. to do this, click on the new

project icon, choose the type of project and click on the icon to create the new project. in this way, you can create your own library of projects, and you can also add projects from a chacal library. this library contains the projects you want to use for your quotations. it is possible to add several drawings to a project. to do this, simply select the
drawings, right-click on them and choose insert - then new drawing in project. 5ec8ef588b
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